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SUMMARY
About ALSO
The Armenian Liberty Students Organization is an Armenian non-governmental, non-profit
organization.

Mission
ALSO’s mission is to raise public awareness about liberty for changing public opinion toward more
liberty by implementing informative and educational programs.

Goals and Objectives
ALSO’s goals and objectives include but are not limited to the following:
 support to the liberal principles awareness raising in Armenia;
 inform the public about the importance of the liberalization of Armenia;
 support to the liberalization of economy and legislation in Armenia, including the policy
reforms;
 introduce world liberal literature to Armenian intellectuals;
 support, organize and hold various activities stimulating promotion of liberal philosophy in
Armenia.

2014-2016 projects
Translation of pro-liberty literature from English into Armenian, publication and distribution
Copying CDs “Ideas for a Free Society” of Network for a Free Society and distribution
Organization of liberty seminar for young people
Topics of the liberty seminars
Constitutional reforms in Armenia
Institutions of a Free Society
Property and Justice
Equality and Inequality
Knowledge and the Presumption of Liberty
Liberty, Prosperity and Order
Individual Rights and Spontaneous Order
Constitutionally Limited Government
Free-Market Economy
Rule of Law
Human Societies without Government
International Trade
Human Rights and Freedoms
Growing a Free Society
Human Services without Government
Importance of Peace
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Projects history and progress
When we started to choose the strategy of promotion liberalism in Armenia we found out many
gaps. Firstly, in Armenian book stores, university libraries, students liberty clubs and similar places
was impossible to find pro-liberty books. Because of lack of information about the ideas and
language barriers the e-learning in English is not still popular for Armenian young people in
Yerevan city and especially in regions where people do not have personal computers, language
skills and access to information: all they have are cultural clubs or new created youth centers
which are still searching ways how to get information and be part of progressive international
community.
As it is well know one of the privileges of Atlas Network book "Why Liberty" edited by Tom G.
Palmer and IEA book "Foundations of a Free Society" by Eamonn Butler is that: "They can be read
in any order and no chapter requires that one read another. This feature which is one of the
important features for the beginner in learning the ideas of liberty in foreign, not native language
was take into account when we were choosing material to build out strategy of learning whole
philosophy called libertarianism.
Another important reason was that they introduce the ideas in so simple manner that everyone
could learn these wise recommendations of a free society building despite of education and
profession. Even time could be saved because everything is so well explained that you just need to
reed one time. For a student who never learn them in school and whose brain is busy with
university tasks based on the literature and methodology of Soviet Union Times it's indeed useful
and valuable resource.
Once we have them on a desk we began to think how to use them. Another obstacle was where to
find pro-liberty speakers in Armenia who could read these books in English and teach the ideas to
students and if we can find a speakers with good English knowledge can we find students with
such a good language skills as well who will learn new ideas with the passion and interest as they
are taught in native language? Look the speakers working in Armenia now are intellectuals whose
educational background was received during Soviet Union time with old literature and
methodology. New, working generation born after 1990s who make their steps as speakers have
learnt from them, moreover in Armenian universities, ex. Yerevan State University which is the
most popular educational institution in the country the education and scientific works are still
based on the researches and books of Soviet Union scientists. Especially the subjects related with
the philosophy of liberty like politics and law, and themes like the nature of state, formation and
function of government, its importance and role are still regarded from the Soviet Union legal
system perspectives.
During the brainstorm how to solve these problems the translation of the books from English into
Armenian language project was obvious. We concluded that once they would be in Armenian
more young people could learn them for themselves, make actions and first steps how to teach
them to others and will see soon that another generation of pro-liberty speakers will appear. And
we began to act.
We got support from Atlas Network and from Linda Whetstone from Network for a Free Society
and translated Atlas Network book "Why Liberty" edited by Tom G. Palmer and IEA book
"Foundations of a Free Society" by Eamonn Butler from English into Armenian language and with
these two greatest organization support we started to organize seminars and promote the ideas in
Armenian language with the book materials using the style of the book.
Seminars were one after another and we made an innovation: during each seminar we suggested
one of the participants to have a topic from the book as a speaker during next seminar and thus
after each event we got a "new" speaker.
That was really great to make just simple attempt and have result.
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In 2015 we published them with Atlas Network and Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom
support.
It is very important to have opportunity to organize these seminars continuously, enrich the liberal
language in Armenian language and always ensure a free and liberal environment where the
students can see the ideas from a close distance and explore them, try to use them in their daily
life and bring more people close to them. Working continuously with students in Yerevan we hope
that the ideas will become very simple conditions, rules for their life organization, for making
picture of state and government and for planning and implementing their activities in public,
political life of the country. If they could at least do their life choices as liberal-oriented individuals
that would be success. We plan to develop this idea and show the young people from Armenian
village regions the progress of capital youth in liberal thinking and have a pro-liberty youth in
Armenia elsewhere.

Six liberty seminars were organized in Yerevan city with the financial support of the Network for a
Free Society and using texts from the IEA book by Eamonn Butler Foundations for a Free Society.
We noticed that Armenian young people are mostly interested in entrepreneurship lessons and
tried to provide topics in which they are interested from the mentioned book. Thus, two seminars
were organized taking this observation into account. They were: Free Enterprise and Trade,
Human Services without Government.
An interesting discussion took place in the lessons related to the provision of services to the
public. People still have the impression that everywhere we need to have an invisible hand of the
government which should help by providing the necessary services in our daily lives and make
regulations and/or prohibitions. We explained that prohibitions could direct to the poverty
because destroy necessary space for creative thinking, innovation and entrepreneurship.
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Because people could become self-organized themselves why we don’t regard spontaneous order:
what if society has the potential for self-organization, can identify its needs and provide the
services in accordance with these needs. And if society provides on its own, services will not be
models and invariable, provided by the government, but very flexible, highly qualified to meet
specific needs and ready to be changed each time. One more time were emphasized the
prerequisites for spontaneous order and general development of the society which are voluntary
cooperation and respect to each other’s individual rights and freedoms.

During the lesson regarded Free Enterprise and Trade the attendees got knowledge about the
benefits of free-market economy and trade without border both for the raising the living
standards of people as well as for the development of the country. During the second lesson was
mostly discussed the unnecessary interference of Government and the society’s ability to ensure
its own well-being, provide human services without Government. In this regard was emphasized
the necessity of well-educated citizen able to draft business plan and do entrepreneurship raising
own well-being and contributing to the society’s economic development as a whole. Thus, again
some entrepreneurial lessons were provided regarded drafting business plans, creating
businesses, start ups, how to move the idea to the market. In these pictures we can say how big
impression has the topic connected with business and entrepreneurship in Yerevan, because we
had too many interested people and even visitors from AEON club decided to joint to the lesson.
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Another seminar was dedicated to the reduction of corruption. The role of the corruption as a
threat to the society’s economic development was discussed during the lesson. The special
emphasize was made on what could do young people in order to contribute to the reduction of
corruption in Armenia. The national mechanisms of fights against corruption were introduced to
students. Everyone could choose where and how could invest her energy and forces. We also
talked about the possibilities that offer modern world: digital propaganda, spreading success
stories, raising public awareness, ensuring possibly large coverage for the corruptive cases and
stories when ordinary young man succeed in such struggle.
Was introduced the story of the student from French University in Armenia, a young man, who
faced with corruption cases during customs clearance of his car and after with illegal court
decisions but finally won the final struggle in court of Cassation of the Republic of Armenia.
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Very interesting discussions take place during the discussion of the topic The Institutions a Free
Society. In accordance with the texts from the IEA book by Eamonn Butler Foundations for a Free
Society the following questions were discussed during this lesson: Society without state, Why
government must be limited, Ways to limit Government and Setting Rules.
This was one of those lectures when students had many opinions on the topic based on their own
experience and worldviews and our task was simply to direct the discussions in such a way that it
served to the promotion of liberalism in Armenia and at the same time everyone could freely
express themselves.
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Last two seminars concerned to the topics “Equality and inequality” and “Human Rights and
Freedoms”. Equality in a free society was discussed in terms that people are different with
different skills and knowledge, and everyone can freely create his own wealth. The kinds, of
equality, equality of outcomes were explained during the lecture.
Is it right that the government intervenes and obliges people to have equal wealth? Support to
poor people was discussed in terms of voluntary contributions and not as a obligation and
specially established ministry with huge staff to ensure this. The appropriate section of the book
Foundations for a Free Society “Further damage of egalitarianism” was presented to the
attendees.

During the seminar on Human rights and Freedoms was presented the definition of human rights,
discussed freedoms, rights and duties with especially paying attention to the freedom of speech as
a prerequisite for the development of a free society.
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CONCLUSION
If we analyze our first and last lessons we could conclude that it is visible the changes in thinking
way among Armenian young people: students listen more attentively, they try to understand the
material presented more deeply. We were especially happy with the phenomenon that they took
every new explanation not as something not connected with us but tried to compare it with the
Armenian reality and to find the correspondences. They were especially interested in what and
how in developed countries and what can be done so that it was so by themselves without any
interference in Armenia. We consider that this independence is connected with loss of trust from
a society to the state and with absence of strong liberal leaders in the country.
Due to business training, we once again observed the phenomenon when young people are
especially interested in the topics related to entrepreneurship in Armenia, how to do business
grammatically, how to draft a business plans and develop the products in national market and
move to international markets. Young people want and are ready to find ways to overcome
poverty. They want to learn and develop their skills, be close to the develop world achievements
to succeed.
Taking into account the above mentioned conclusions we would like to express our readiness to
continue organizing seminars in the following directions:
 Main liberal principles and values in according with the IEA book by Eamonn Butler
Foundations for a Free Society,
 Business education, which could include leadership skills, business plan drafting skills,
creating start ups, marketing, tax regulations and procedures and the liberal philosophy in
this regard.

ALSO events and activities are funded solely by private contributions.
We are extremely grateful to out supporters of liberty seminars project especially to
Linda Whetstone from
Network for a Free Society
for the support to us to educate a new generation of Armenian free-thinking intellectuals.
Thank you for your attention!

Armenian Liberty Students Organization, 5 Kasyan Str, Apt. 7 (16), 3750033, Yerevan, Armenia, t. +374 55 48 44
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